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Falkirk Gateway aims to revitalise
Falkirk’s ailing high street through
enhanced residential, community
and education opportunities in
a large masterplan on the site of
an existing shopping centre. The
proposals replace the current,
underused structure with a range
of large family homes, smaller
apartments
and
dedicated
accommodation for older residents,
alongside retail, a new health
centre, a school for young people
with autism and a new community
education hub.
The scale and grain of the project
is informed by Falkirk’s historic
centre: lower density residential
development in the quieter southern
edge of the site gives way to a
denser plan of mid-rise buildings,
separated by closes and pedestrian
avenues which introduce much
needed outdoor public green space
into the town centre.
Optimising its location at the
western end of the high street, the
project rises to nine storeys to create
a strong, ambitious gateway to a
thriving, diverse, modern high street.

DISPERSAL

FALKIRK PAST

former Town Hall

HISTORIC URBAN GRAIN

Falkirk Old Parish Church

FALKIRK IN 1862

Falkirk in 1862 was a thriving
market town, comprising a
dense network of narrow
streets and ‘riggs’ organised
around the linear form of the
High Street. Then, as now, the
street focussed on the vertical
silhouette of the Tollbooth
Steeple.

Aerial view of Falkirk town centre (c. 1935)

The density of the urban grain
at this time is striking, with
residential, retail, industrial
&
community
functions
overlapping & intersecting
through the town’s architecture.
Kings Court, to the east of the
site, is one of few surviving
examples of this urban form.

Tollbooth Steeple

historic Howgate
- principal south
western access to
High Street

Kings Court - typical
medieval ‘rigg’ close
Falkirk High School
(1860s-1890s)
Falkirk Science and Art School
(1870s-1950s)

listed buildings (Category A)

FALKIRK TOWN CENTRE

listed buildings (Category B)
Falkirk Parish School
(c.1780-1860s)

Falkirk conservation area

historic education buildings

SHOWING LISTED
BUILDINGS, HISTORIC
ARCHITECTURE AND
FORMER EDUCATIONAL
BUILDINGS

The density of Falkirk’s historic
urban footprint allowed a
range of functions to be
accommodated in the city
centre, including education.
Despite significant changes
in the late 20th century, many
historic structures of quality still
survive along and around the
high street.

FRAGMENTATION
FALKIRK PRESENT

Retail on Falkirk High Street reflects the challenges faced by high streets across the UK: weakened by the growth of out-of-town
retail parks during the 1990s and 2000s, the financial crash and growth of online retailing has led to the closure of many shops. Larger
department stores and key retailers have left the high street, and short term, low-value commercial models make up an increasingly
large number of shops along the street. Many more units are currently vacant due to a lack of commercial viability for businesses, with
several others at threat of closure.

VOIDS ON HIGH STREET

VACANT RETAIL IN HISTORIC STRUCTURES
WEST END
OF HIGH
STREET

Falkirk’s inner ring road encloses the
high street and separates it from other
areas of the town centre, creating a
number of obstacles to pedestrian
movement.
The
unsustainable
prevailing model of the high street as a
‘drive to’ destination also damages the
quality of public realm at either end
of the high street, where pedestrians
and vehicles are forced to interact.

common pedestrian
route

obstacle/pinch point for
pedestrians

TOLLBOOTH
STEEPLE

vacant retail unit
EAST END OF
HIGH STREET

key spatial condition of
high street: terminus/
point of assembly

- GOWAN AVENUE (900M NORTH OF SITE)
- ETNA ROAD 1 (1.5 KM NORTH OF SITE)
- ETNA ROAD 2 (1.5 KM NORTH OF SITE)
- FIRS PARK (700M NORTH OF SITE)
- GRANGEMOUTH ROAD (1KM NORTH EAST OF SITE)
- CAULDHAME FARM (2KM NORTH WEST OF SITE)
- WESTBURN AVENUE (700M WEST OF SITE)
- BLINKBONNY ROAD (1.6KM WEST OF SITE)
- WILLIAMSON STREET SOCIAL HOUSING (250M SOUTH EAST OF SITE)
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HOUSIN
G

FALKIRK FUTURE

Falkirk’s Local Development Plan outlines the major developments and strategical changes which the local council and key
authorities plan to make to the town’s fabric over the next ten years. The most important three categories in this document
are commercial, infrastructure and residential plans. The LDP reveals that no new housing is planned for the town centre,
the closest location to the high street being nearly half a kilometre away, beyond the inner ring road. This emphasises the
importance of introducing new housing as part of the redevelopment of the Howgate site.
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CONCENTRATION

- GOWAN AVENUE (900M NORTH OF SITE)
- ETNA ROAD 1 (1.5 KM NORTH OF SITE)
- ETNA ROAD 2 (1.5 KM NORTH OF SITE)
- FIRS PARK (700M NORTH OF SITE)
- GRANGEMOUTH ROAD (1KM NORTH EAST OF SITE)
- CAULDHAME FARM (2KM NORTH WEST OF SITE)
- WESTBURN AVENUE (700M WEST OF SITE)
- BLINKBONNY ROAD (1.6KM WEST OF SITE)
- WILLIAMSON STREET SOCIAL HOUSING (250M SOUTH EAST OF SITE)

GRAHAMSTON
COMMERCIAL

- BANK STREET (200M NORTH EAST OF SITE)
- GRAHAMSTON (500M NORTH OF SITE)
- CALLENDER RIGGS (400M EAST OF SITE)
- PORT DOWNIE (2KM WEST OF SITE)

BANK STREET
COMMERCIAL

A904 FALKIRK CORRIDOR
IMPROVEMENTS

- BANK STREET (200M NORTH EAST OF SITE)
- GRAHAMSTON (500M NORTH OF SITE)
- CALLENDER RIGGS (400M EAST OF SITE)
- PORT DOWNIE (2KM WEST OF SITE)

INFRASTRUCTURE

INFRASTRUCTURE

HOUSIN
G

- FALKIRK A90
- FALKIRK A80
- UPGRADE F

HOUSIN

G

COMMERCIAL

WEST END OF
HIGH STREET
IMPROVED
ACCESS AND
CONNECTIVITY

TOLLBOOTH
STEEPLE
PEDESTRIAN AND
VEHICLE FLOW

- GOWAN AVEN
- ETNA ROAD 1
- ETNA ROAD 2
- FIRS PARK (70
- GRANGEMOU
- CAULDHAME
- WESTBURN AV
- BLINKBONNY
- WILLIAMSON

CALLENDAR RIGGS
COMMERCIAL

LOCAL
DEVELOPMENT PLAN

PROPOSALS FOR FALKIRK’S
FUTURE

- BANK STREET
- GRAHAMSTON
- CALLENDER R
- PORT DOWNI

MASTERPLAN
ANALYSIS

The masterplan for the Howgate Centre site,
developed as a group proposal in collaboration
with Imogen Phillips and Hannah Davis,
was informed by the key findings of the site
analysis process, condensed into the Past,
Present and Future diagrams, and focussed
on three key areas:
- PEOPLE: how could the architectural form
support and foster a strong, intergenerational
local community?
- ENVIRONMENT: through maximising the
opportunity for natural lighting offered by the
south facing site, and introducing public and
private green spaces on a range of scales,
could the masterplan promote a sustainable
residential model for the future?
- ARCHITECTURE: how could the layouts
of streets, pedestrian routes and massed
forms respond to the sensitivities of its high
street context and develop a high-density,
concentrated new urban quarter?
The movement of vehicles and pedestrians
through the site and around the wider town
centre also informed the key routes through
the masterplan and its relationship to a larger
vehicular and pedestrian strategy, linking key
green spaces within the town and reducing
reliance on the inner ring road.

ZONE G - east-west oriented terraces
to maximise south light

re-routed ring road
away from high
street edge

new vehicular street
- ‘New Cockburn
Street’

introduction of vehicle traffic
to short length of high street:
breaking down pedestrianised
length and reliance on ring road
entrance to
underground residents’
parking

one way system
around inner ring
road - reduce traffic
flow and incentivise
use of public
transport

ZONE H - terraced gardens open to
south to allow sunlight to penetrate

ZONE A - interpretation of ‘run and
rigg’ urban form

ZONE B/E - strong street edge
against New Cockburn St

ZONE A - shared 6 bedroom co-houses
for older people or people living alone

ZONE I - shared outdoor terraces
and amenities

MASTERPLAN
ANALYSIS

AREA OF MASTERPLAN
DEVELOPED AS
INDIVIDUAL PROJECT

GROUND
FLOOR PLAN

small retail/workshop
units
ASD/SEN school
facilities

bar/restaurant

shared co-houses

health and
wellbeing
centre

small office/business
units

SECOND
FLOOR PLAN

three bed family
apartments

two bed
apartments

shared co-houses

ASD/SEN school
facilities

KEY VIEWS

CREATION OF PUBLIC REALM

View of public courtyard showing health and wellbeing
centre below school playground, small business units
and shared co-housing to the south.

View of shared co-houses from New Cockburn Street

FLAT TYPES
ANALYSIS

TYPE A
3 bed - 83 sqm

To increase constructional efficiency, a series of ‘flat type’ floor layouts are used throughout the project. Some variations, such as in window placement, occur between
different iterations, but all utilise the same internal plans shown here. These plans are designed to maximise living space and storage within spacious, but spatially efficient,
home environments.

TYPE B
3 bed - 86 sqm

TYPE C
2 bed - 67 sqm

TYPE D
2 bed - 65 sqm

TYPE E
2 bed - 50sqm

TYPE J
2 bed - 62 sqm

TYPE G
3 bed - 72 sqm

TYPE F
1 bed - 42 sqm

TYPE I
4 bed duplex - 107sqm

TYPE K
3 bed duplex - 71sqm

TYPE H
3 bed duplex - 80 sqm

MATERIAL DETAIL

FACADE COMPOSITION
The sensitive location of the project at the
heart of the fabric of Falkirk’s medieval
town centre means that materials play
a key role in a design which declares
its modern credentials and cements
itself as a future cornerstone of the high
street’s growth and redevelopment, whilst
respecting and referencing the range of
high quality architecture already present
lining the urban realm of the high street.
Material choices, facade modulation and
scale and sectional form are all driven by
an ambition to draw on and respond to
the most successful aspects of Falkirk’s
existing architecture.
RECESSED UPPER FLOORS
The top floor of each block is set back from the high
street and is not visible from street level. The additional
privacy which this offers allows much larger areas of
glazing, taking advantage of excellent views towards
the Firth of Forth to the north. Square windows
emphasise the distinct material contrast from lower
levels, and reinterpret the dormer windows present
at roof level in many other buildings along the high
street.
BAY WINDOWS
Wide bay windows capture evening light from the
west into bedrooms, and provide small balconies
for some flats. The large bays draw on the rhythm
and modulation of large Victorian and Edwardian
buildings along the high street; by ‘shuffling’ the
window modules horizontally at each level this
rhythm is deliberately disturbed.
CONCRETE HORIZONTAL BANDING
Brown pre-cast concrete lintels above the ground
floor separate apartments from retail and reflect the
contrasting shop fronts of surrounding older buildings
along the high street.
PRECAST CONCRETE PANELS
To differentiate retail provision at ground
floor from apartments on floors above, the
bay windows and recessed ground floor
doorways are finished in light coloured, precast concrete panels.

BUFF BRICK
As a cladding material, buff brick slips are lightweight
and easy to install, and provide tonal similarities with
stone buildings along the high street. A contrasting brick
mix with rough finish provides a material authenticity and
subtle modern intervention.

PENTHOUSE
The tallest building, rising to nine storeys to form a
strong ‘bookend’ statement at the new gateway to the
high street, benefits from a duplex ‘penthouse’ across
two recessed floors, clad on all four sides in zinc with
large, square windows. The form of the building and
location of the site are maximised to create a large, well
lit four bedroom apartment with excellent views across
a large distance.
STANDING SEAM ZINC
The recessed top floors of each block, and the sloping
roofs to the south, are clad in zinc standing seam panels.
Zinc panels are quick and flexible to install, and can be
very durable. Tonally they ensure that the new buildings
on the skyline will appear at home amongst their context,
whilst providing a strong statement of the modernity of
the project within a historic context.
PRECAST CONCRETE MODULES
The scale and dramatic profile of the corner block, rising
steeply from New Cockburn Street to form a vertical
marker of the new development, dictates a differing
material palette. An asymmetrical grid of precast
concrete beams and columns signifies a more overtly
modern structure and disguises a CLT frame beneath.
INFILL PANELS
Within the concrete frame, further rhythmic variation is
introduced through split brick and glazed infill panels,
varying on each floor and providing light into bedrooms
whilst maintaining acoustic shelter from the high
street. These panels maximise access to daylight with
large windows and tie the corner building to the wider
development through the use of a similar brick mix.
RED BRICK
While the majority of Falkirk’s historic buildings are
constructed from local stone, some major structures
were also built in red sandstone or brick, in addition to
the majority of the town’s former industrial heritage. A
tonally varied red brick mix used across the project in
conjunction with buff brick creates variety and contrast
within a large development, and further connects the
project to its context.

GROUND FLOOR GLAZING
The prime new retail unit created at the corner of
the high street and Cockburn Street is advertised
to shoppers arriving from the north, south and west
through full height glazing within the heavy concrete
frame, introducing a material lightness which is at
odds with other cladding materials such as brick and
concrete.

ENVIRONMENTAL STRATEGY
AIMS AND ANALYSIS

dual aspect living rooms
permit natural ventilation

midday sun summer

glazed tiles/light
coloured bricks
maximise solar
reflection

midday sun winter

larger top floor window
maximises views to sea

trees improve
automated
larger areas
biodiversity
shutters regulate
of
glazing
on
and diffuse
solar gain
summer sun south-facing through living
elevation
into courtyard
room rooflights

evening sun
(summer)
smaller area of
glazing on northoriented facade
depth of window
bays provide shade
against early
morning/late evening
summer sun
sunlight
penetrates
to high street
through closes
between
blocks

prevailing
four storey
street area
southtownhouses protected against
westerly wind as barrier
prevailing winds

PASSIVE SOLAR GAIN
A stepped section to the south, providing a
double height-space lit by a large skylight
for most developments, permits significant
levels of ambient heating from solar gain.

9m building depth
allows natural
cross-ventilation

private gardens/public
lane protected against
prevailing winds

RAINWATER COLLECTION
Rainwater collected from each co-house
along the terrace is collected and used to
water plants and gardens. In the larger
blocks, a centralised plant system allows
collected water to be used to flush toilets.

range of flora absorbs
carbon dioxide to
improve air quality

environmental conditions in
depth of floorplan necessitates
retail storeroom regulated
mechanical ventilation for
through mechanical ventilation
ground floor retail space

VENTILATION STRATEGIES
The narrow section of each co-house
allows for natural through-ventilation,
assisted by mechanical ventilation in
en-suite bathrooms at the heart of the
plan.

CENTRALISED HEATING
High density development allows for an
extremely
high-efficiency
centralised
plant system; all heating for homes along
the high street is provided by a controlled
‘combined-heat-and-power’ plant, rather
than individual gas boilers in each home.

depth of window bays provide
acoustic barrier against high street
and increase privacy for residents

BIODIVERSITY
Pockets of green space at a range of scales
across the development provide for a
multitude of local plants and wildlife, and
support a network of ‘green’ pedestrian
routes connecting the town centre to
nearby parks.

STRUCTURAL STRATEGY
CONSTRUCTION PROCESS

2

3

4

1 ZONE A: EARTHWORKS AND FOUNDATIONS
Concrete pile foundations provide the necessary stability
to construct large structures into an infilled landscape: for
the taller blocks which face onto the high street, these
must penetrate deeper into the existing groundworks.
Above the pile foundations, a concrete slab forms an
effective barrier to damp for the primary structure.

2 CONCRETE CORES
Constructing the principal circulation cores from concrete
provides lateral rigidity to the frame structure whilst
minimising the use of this high-carbon material. These
cores incorporate lift shafts and primary stairs, and
offer naturally stronger fire-resistance properties than
engineered timber. Concrete retaining walls are also used
for areas of the school at basement level.

3 STEEL STRUCTURE
Whilst the majority of the larger residential elements of
the project utilise a rigid grid system of modest spans,
the ASD school is centred on a three-storey atrium. The
structural spans required to create this space are beyond
the limitations of engineered timber, and so additional
structural supported is provided here by a steel frame.

4 PRIMARY STRUCTURE
The principal structure comprises engineered CLT beams
and columns, supported by CLT floor panels to improve
lateral rigidity. CLT represents a low-carbon structural
strategy and is ideally suited to modular structures up to
nine storeys, the maximum height of this project.

5 SECONDARY STRUCTURE
In addition to the primary CLT structure, support for roofs
and the top floor of each block is provided by a simpler
CLT system. The reduced loads on these areas of the
structure mean that the dimensions of the members can
be reduced, to maximise the available area for glazing
which harnesses southern aspects and views to the north.

6

CLADDING AND FINISH
Timber panels form the structure of the infill between
the CLT columns, finished externally with brick slips
and concrete details to reflect the primarily masonry
construction of the surrounding buildings along the
high street. Roofs and setback top floors are clad in zinc
standing seam panels.

7 ZONE B: EARTHWORKS AND FOUNDATIONS
Despite the lightweight timber structure and lower scale
of the buildings in Zone B, the infilled landscape within
which they are constructed necessitates the use of pile
foundations. To minimise the embodied carbon of the
scheme, these piles are shorter and more slender than
those of Zone A.

8 STRUCTURAL WALLS
The terraced co-houses of Zone B are supported on a
more modest structure of north-south oriented loadbearing CLT walls, which form a ‘balloon frame’ supported
by engineered timber floors. This reduces the size of the
structure and allows the use of timber wall panels in a four
storey structure.

9 FLOORS AND ADDITIONAL SUPPORT
To provide lateral rigidity in the ‘balloon frame’
arrangement, the floors are constructed from engineered
CLT panels. To minimise structure on the north and south
elevations, columns provide additional support at the
location of recessed balconies.

10

CLADDING AND FINISHING
Timber infill panels are used to enclose the more active north
and south elevations of each terrace. The high level of repetition
within the structure allows for standardisation of both structural
and non-structural elements. The timber panels are clad in brick
slips and finished with concrete horizontal banding.

STRUCTURAL STRATEGY
DETAIL
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16

1. zinc standing seam roof panel
2. OSB (10mm)
3. ventilated cavity and timber battens (50mm)
4. damp proof membrane
5. rigid insulation (50mm)
6. timber secondary structure (50mm x 100mm)
7. rooflight window unit
8. CLT roof panel (5 layers, 125mm)
9. rigid insulation (25mm)
10. vapour control layer
11. timber battens and service void (25mm)
12. double layer insulated plasterboard (30mm)
13. insulated plasterboard (15mm)
14. timber battens and service void (25mm)
15. vapour control layer
16. OSB (10mm)
17. rigid insulation (25mm)
18. CLT wall panel (5 layers, 125mm)
19. acoustic flooring panels
20. timber battens (50mm x 50mm)
21. rigid insulation (50mm)
22. CLT floor panel (5 layers, 125mm)
23. steel supports for suspended ceiling
24. rigid insulation (50mm)
25. insulated plasterboard (15mm)
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